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Season 5, Episode 4
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The Granny



Jerry informs Alex, Sam, and Clover to escort a extremely dangerous criminal to WOOHP's highest security penitentiary. The spies are a bit nervous at first, until they meet the villain. An elderly sweet, snickerdoodle-making lady by the name, "The Granny." Jerry warns the Spies to be cautious, since the Granny is the most notorious and ruthless bank robber in criminal history. Unfortunately, they fall for Granny's tricks. Can the Spies recapture her before banks everywhere are robbed? In a b-story, Clover meets Blaine - her dream guy and captain of the Mali-U beach volleyball team, who she tries to keep her spy life a secret from.
Quest roles:
No known guest appearances


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
29 April 2010, 20:00
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